
Chapter 10 

Completing the Electronic 
Switching Family 

Stored-program control and solid-state electronics, which together caused 
a revolution in switching systems design, suggested many services beyond 
those of No. 1 ESS. The traffic service position system (TSPS) automated 
many parts of operator-assisted calls and introduced overseas dialing from 
electromechanical offices. Hotel/motel services, automatic intercept, and 
automated coin-telephone service were important applications, as were the 
addition of the electronic translator system and common channel interoffice 
signaling to 4A crossbar. Stored-program control and modern electronics 
also allowed the design of a very large ESS for toll applications and the 
development of additional local electronic switching systems for the smaller 
communities. 

I. TRAFFIC SERVICE POSITION 

The success of the No. 101, No. 1, and No. 2 local electronic 
switching systems led Bell Labs development engineers to explore 
ways to apply the stored-program principle to other systems that 
comprise the Bell System network. 

1.1 Early Studies 

With the introduction of customer direct distance dialing, an 
important categury of traffic being handled at cord switchboards 
gradually disappeared. Studies made at Bell Laboratories in the 
early 1950s anticipated these changes and explored methods for 
reducing or eliminating much of the remaining traffic. 

From these studies it was recognized that DDD automated only a 
maximum of 60 percent of the toll traffic under the existing tariffs. 
Therefore, starting in 1949, a committee in the toll switching 
engineering group was assigned to study methods for "operator 
AMA"-that is, the implementation of AMA recording at operator 
switchboards. These studies included proposals for customer dial-
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ing of the called number on operator-assisted calls. Among the 
results of these studies was the conclusion that the remaining traffic 
was becoming more specialized and that a new form of cordless 
switchboard with associated AMA could speed service and reduce 
the operator work time per call. Projected estimates of this type of 
traffic indicated that the need for operators would again grow once 
DDD with automatic number identification was fully available, 
thereby eliminating the need for operators on station-to-station toll 
calls from non-coin telephones and for calls requiring line identifica
tion (operator number identification). See Fig. 10-1. 

A key element in the plan was proposed in 1947 by C. E. Brooks of 
Bell Laboratories. Speciall operator-assisted calls such as person-to
person and collect calls would be placed into the system by dialing a 
distinctive prefix such as "0." This prefix could be used not only to 
route calls to operator positions arranged to handle the traffic, but 
also to avoid the necessity for the operator to key the called number 
into the system. 

Throughout the 1950s these suggestions were intensively studied 
by G. H. Peterson and others, with the conclusion that customer 
dialing of these callls was feasible and that a more efficient switch
board for serving this type of traffic would be an automatic 
call-distributing, c:ordless position arrangement much like the 
CAMA-ONI position that had proved itself during this same period1 

and the cordless "B" boards of an earlier period (see Chapter 3, sec
tion IV). Fig. 10-2 shows an early model of the proposed cordless 
position. 
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Fig. 10-1. Growth in toll calls, 1930-1970. Despite increased customer 
dialing, such growth indicated need for more operator services, hence 
more efficient operator systems. 
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Fig. 10-2. Early (1960) model of cordless switchboard developed in anti
cipation of increased customer dialing of person-to-person, collect, and 
coin-phone toll calls. 

1.2 Person-to-Person, Collect, Special Positions (PPCS) 

During 1956 and 1957 Bell Laboratories made arrangements for a 
field trial of the operator AMA concept with the New York Tele
phone Co. This company was chosen since it then carried 10 percent 
of the special operator-handled calls and agreed to provide the peo
ple and equipment for a trial of the new services. This equipment 
was placed in service in 1959 in two No. 5 crossbar offices, one in 
New York City and one in Poughkeepsie, New York.2 The operator 
positions were operator number identification (ONI) positions 
modified with extra keys and lamps (see Fig. 10-3). Cordless 
switchboards could be used for this service since the associated 
crossbar switching system provided the equivalent of plug-and-jack 
switching. The systems had the acronym of PPCS for person-to
person, collect, special (special included credit card calls). No. 5 
crossbar offices were used since they were already arranged for 
CAMA operation for recording charge information on paper tape, 
instead of requiring handwritten tickets. With CAMA the systems 
could serve selected customers in nearby offices . 

1.3 TSP on Crossbar Tandem 

In the meantime, a plan was devised to provide a new cordless 
switchboard position on the crossbar tandem system arranged for 
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Fig. 10-3. New York Telephone Company trial in Poughkeepsie, New 
York of positions allowing operators to service many types of customer
dialed calls . 

CAMA operation. 3 The position, later known as the "traffic service 
position" (TSP) and coded 100A, provided keys for the operator to 
indicate the type of call to the AMA recording equipment. It also 
had a numerical di~.play for recalling the calling or called numbers, 
and other numerical information from the system, and included the 
ability to hold three calls .associated with the position so that more 
than one could be served at a time (see Fig. 10-4) . 

Considerable attention was paid in the design of the position to 
the human factors aspect. 4 Several different designs were built. 
Fig. 10-5 shows the first installation. 

Advanced installations of this system, made in cooperation with 
the New York Telephone Co., were placed in service in Manhattan 
and Forest Hills, New Yor:k in October 1963. The first of twenty-one 
standard installations was in Cleveland, Ohio in August 1964. 

The standard TSP arrangement permitted the servicing not only of 
special calls but also of toll coin calls. For the first time, some of the 
advantages of DDD were brought to coin telephone customers. This 
required development of a circuit using a Dimond ring translator 
(see Chapter 7, section 1.1) for computing t e charges on these calls 
in real time, based on the calling and called numbers. 5 A unique cir-
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Fig. 10-4. In developing the traffic service position, Bell Labs engineers 
paid close attention to the human factors aspects of the design. 

Fig. 10-5. First installation of traffic service positions (TSPs), New York 
City, 1963. 
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cuit function provided in this subsystem was a data transfer circuit 
for the parallel movement of call data between the senders, mark
ers, and positions (see Fig. 10-6). 

The operator consoles, in groups of 33 positions, could be located 
remote from the serving crossbar tandem office6 using five cable 
pairs per position. Polar duplex signaling was used, thereby limit
ing the range to a few miles. Operators found the new console 
operation a most attractive work situation and, since the consoles 
were free-standing, two-position desks (consoles), they could be 
attractively arranged in carpeted operating room environments 
(see Fig. 10-7). Also, a computerized training arrangement-using 
positions appearing and operating the same as those used in ser
vice-was developed to improve the proficiency of operators. 7 

1.4 Traffic Service Position System (TSPS) 

The TSP for crossbar tandem systems provided for a maximum of 
only 500 trunks and 60 positions. Similar developments were stu
died in the early 1960s for application to the No. 4A and No. 5 
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Fig. 10-6. Data transfer circuit at left in diagram aided handling of coin 
toll calls from traffic service positions. 
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Fig. 10-7. Traffic service positions, with their desk-like consoles, 
allowed a more attractive environment for operators. 

crossbar and step-by-step offices equipped with the CAMA 
features. However, the synergy and advantages of the electronic 
switching stored-program concept, and the desire to avoid under
taking and maintaining at least four different TSP subsystem 
designs, led to the invention of the Traffic Service Position System 
(TSPS) by R. J. Jaeger, Jr., and A. E. Joel, Jr. in 1963. 8 For this inven
tion they received the Outstanding Patent Award for 1972 of the 
New Jersey Council for Research and Development. 

This concept consisted of a separate stored-program controlled 
electronic switching entity supporting groups of traffic service posi
tions. The trunk circuits are located between local offices and toll or 
tandem offices. The positions are accessed through a four-stage 
ferreed link network (see Fig. 10-8). Several different processors 
were considered before it was decided to use the No. 1 ESS circuit 
packages in a new processor known as the "stored-program control 
1A" (SPC No. 1A). A different processor from that in No. 1 ESS was 
required because of the need for remotely and electrically writable 
nonvolatile stores. These stores retain for immediate recall the call 
charge rating information for a large number of originating and ter
minating rate centers. The same need also existed for simple and 
rapid route translation changes when adding the stored-program 
control concept to the No. 4A crossbar system, particularly in con
junction with real-time network management (see below, section II). 
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Fig. 10-8. Traffic service position system: instead of separate designs 
for various switching systems, TSPS uses stored-program control to sup
port groups of positions and trunks between local and toll offices. 

Studies showed the new system, TSPS No. 1, to be competitive 
with the previous electromechanical switching plans since, except 
for the new store, it used circuits and devices being produced in 
large quantity for the No. 1 ESS. The piggyback twistor store, 
invented at and developed by Bell Laboratories/ was used in the 
SPC No. 1A to store all information: call data, system, maintenance 
and administrative programs, office parameters, and translations. 
The SPC No. 1A was the first Bell System switching processor to 
use a single store subsystem for all memory requirements: program, 
translations, and data base. It was also the first common systems 
processor system designed for application in several different sys
tems. 10 A unique feature of the SPC 1A central control is its ability to 
use identical equipment units and to maintain short wires between 
units used to match their operations by physically reversing one 
with respect to the other (see Fig. 10-9). 
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The No. 1 TSPS has a capacity of 3000 trunks and 320 positions in 
a maximum of five separate operator groups of 64 positions. These 
position groups may be located remote from the base unit where the 
trunks between local and toll offices, the links to the positions, and 
the SPC No. 1A are located. 11 The TSPS base unit may be located in 
any telephone building with or without operator units . Remote 
units are served over T1 digital carrier facilities that provide the 
speech paths and data links for receiving lamp lighting signals and 
transmitting key closure indications back to the base unit. A center 
for force administration and chief operator functions is provided 
with extensive real-time traffic and operator force data. 

The first TSPS was placed in service in Morristown, New Jersey on 
January 19, 1969. To the end of 1976, 114 systems, including almost 
20,000 positions, had been placed in service. The success of this 
important member of the ESS family is indicated by the fact that 
within seven years after its introduction, it served over 50 percent of 
the operator-assisted calls originating in the Bell System. 

Fig. 10-9. Duplicated processor frames for the stored-program control 
No. lA used with the traffic service position system. One processor is 
physically reversed from the other, with the wiring side of the right-hand 
unit adjacent to the apparatus side of the left-hand unit. 
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1.5 Hotel/Motel 

Most calls originating in hotels and motels require charge infor
mation in almost real time, so that they can be billed by the hotel or 
motel. With the deployment of TSPS, arrangements were 
developed for better serving these customers. Calls originating at 
hotels and motels were identified at local offices, and this identifica
tion was sent to the TSPS with the other ANI information. Such 
calls are specially indicated to the TSPS operators, who ask for and 
record room numbers along with the other details of the calls. 

When hotel/motel calls are completed, the details are typed out 
on a special teletypewriter at the TSPS administration center. 
Hotels and motels with heavy traffic or those desiring the most 
modern service are provided with teletypewriter links directly to 
their premises. In this way, Bell Laboratories engineers have 
greatly increased the efficiency of service provided with this source 
of operator-assisted calling. By year-end 1976, over 10,000 hotels 
and motels were served in this manner by TSPS. In 1976, a new 
development was undertaken to provide a computer-supported 
record base for the accessing and transmission of this information to 
hotels and motels. The system, known as No. 1 HOBIS (HOtel 
Billing Information System), is used to keep track of time and charge 
data for both voice and teletypewriter transmitted quotations. 12 The 
first installation was in Boston, Massachusetts in September 1977. 

1.6 IDDD 

The TSPS enjoys a unique position in the Bell System nationwide 
network. It is providing a most important bridge and buffer 
between electromechanical and electronic offices of the Bell System 
and accelerating the availability of new services to all customers. 
For example, it provides international direct distance dialing (IDDD) 
service on calls from local electromechanical switching offices, as 
described in Chapter 8, section V. Fig. 10-10 shows how the TSPS 
is used in placing calls into the international gateway or transit 
center that acquires an overseas sender through a loop-around 
trunk. The first calls of this type were served by TSPS in 1975. 

1.7 Integrated Circuits 

In 1971 TSPS became the first Western Electric switching system 
to use integrated circuits in dual in-line packages. Each chip 
included the transistor, shifter diode and logic diodes for as many as 
four NAND gates of the low-level-logic type used in No. 1 ESS. 
(See Chapter 9, sections 4.7.3 and 5.3.) 

The piggyback twistor (PBT) stores served the SPC No. 1A well 
but were relatively slow compared with those using the more vola
tile magnetic cores or integrated circuit arrays. Experience with the 
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Fig. 10-10. Diagram indicating how TSPS serves overseas calls from 
electromechanical offices. First service of this type was in 1975. 

SPC No. lA in TSPS indicated that, with programs and data stored 
on a magnetic tape and always ready for entry into the system, the 
special protection offered by the PBT could be traded for the 
increased speed and capacity and lower space requirements of a 
volatile semiconductor store. TSPS became the first Bell switching 
system to use semiconductor storage. It began service in Macon, 
Georgia in April1975. The large scale integrated (LSI) memory chip 
contained nearly 4,000 insulated-gate field-effect transistors 
(IGFETS) and stored 1,024 bits of information. 13 

1.8 Remote Trunk Arrangement No. 1A and Position Subsystem No. 2A 

With the use of T1 digital carrier, the distance of operator groups 
remote from the TSPS base unit was limited to about 50 miles. With 
T2 carrier, one installation in Texas in 1974 extended over 200 miles. 
In many places where this distance or greater was desired, digital 
carrier was not available or contemplated. For this reason, a 
development was undertaken to permit the remote operator groups 
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to function over longer distances, by permitting service over analog 
carrier and radio systems. 

At the same ti~e, studies indicated that to bring the advantages 
of TSPS to smaller conununities and to eliminate small, relatively 
inefficient switchboards at these locations, a new TSP development 
was needed. As a result, work was undertaken in 1973 to locate 
TSPS trunk groups and/or positions remote from the base unit, 14 the 
system to be served by analog facilities. 

A new operator group data link was designed to serve both the 
new No. 2A position subsystem, as it is called, and the "remote 
trunk arrangement" (RTA) (see Fig. 10-11). New remote-to-base 
trunks connect the remote TSP trunks with the base unit through a 
two-stage concentrator using new small crossbar switches. An RTA 
unit serves a maximum of 496 trunks with a maximum of 64 
remote-base trunks. This use of concentration required an unusual 
design to achieve low blocking. 15 The longer distances between the 
served trunks and the operators required special transmission con
siderations. 16 The data from position keys and the data to light the 
lamps as well as control the trunks and concentrator flows over 2400 
bit-per-second data links. A maximum of 1000 miles might separate 
positions and RTA from the base unit. 
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Fig. 10-11. Remote trunk arrangement with TSPS, which greatly extended 
the range (up to 1000 miles) over which TSPS can serve customers. 
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The first system of this type was placed in service in Utica, New 
York in May 1976 with the base unit 60 miles away in Syracuse, New 
York. 

1.9 Automatic Coin Telephone Service (ACTS) 

Another development started during this period was an arrange
ment for further automating DDD coin service. The automatic inter
cept system (see below, section III) had proved the ability of 
customers to respond to machine-generated audio messages. The 
new development used the TSPS stored-program control in combi
nation with an audio response unit (ARU) to provide recorded mes
sages from a prerecorded vocabulary. Such messages indicate the 
required deposit on DDD coin calls. Coin telephones so served are 
modified to generate machine-detectable audio signals when coins 
are deposited, and the received signals are used to calculate 
whether the deposit matches the required amount. (This idea was 
first proposed for extending the coin zone service concept in 1952. 17

) 
The stored-program control and ARU provide announcements as 
the depositing and call progresses. A TSPS operator is called in if 
the required deposit is not eventually detected. 

The first installation of this system was in Phoenix, Arizona in 
November 1977. 18 It is another example of a service provided by the 
TSPS-SPC base unit due to its unique position in the nationwide 
network. 

II. NO. 4A CROSSBAR ELECTRONIC TRANSLATOR SYSTEM (4A/ETS) 
One of the most successful and least known accomplishments of 

the Bell System in electronic switching has been the development of 
stored-program control capability for the 4A toll crossbar systems. 
These systems were used at the most important nodes in the nation
wide toll switching network, these nodes representing only 10 per
cent of the offices but serving (in 1976) 50 percent of the total carried 
traffic. For many years, as the complexity of administering six-digit 
translations at controlled switching points (CSP) grew, particularly 
with the introduction of wide-area telephone service (WATS), stu
dies were made of applying new technology to the translation func
tions in the No. 4A crossbar system. 19 Fig. 10-12 shows how the 4A 
crossbar system was modified to include the electronic translator. 

Even before the card translator had originally been adopted for this 
system, research experiments were conducted using a magnetic 
drum for the translation function (see Chapter 9, section 4.3.3). 
With reduced cost and increased reliability, the use of magnetic 
drums was again studied in the early 1960s, but the new concept of 
stored-program control proved more flexible and useful. After 
several further studies, the SPC No. 1A, also used in TSPS No. 1, 
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to No. 4A crossbar. This new technology enabled No. 4A crossbar to pro .. 
vide WATS and other mod1~rn services more efficiently. 

was adapted to replace the card translators of the No. 4A crossbar 
system. This resulted in greater call capacity and faster call·· 
completion time at low,~r cost, since the production of the metal 
translator cards was no longer required. Also it provided means for 
more rapidly adjusting the routing information in real time to the 
changing network capacity. For the first time, the rapidly growing 
toll traffic (then growing at approximately 11 percent per year) could 
be made to flow smoothly through the network with automatic, 
semiautomatic, and manual network management controls. 20 

With the growth of long distance calling, the number of trunk 
groups in the network was greatly increased. A larger portion of 
the traffic was switched at the class 3 and 4 levels, with less switch·· 
ing through regional and sectional centers. The control of traffic 
required more sophisticated techniques. This called for detecting 
focused overloads to sprecific destinations, such as where disasters 
and other significant events caused abnormally high calling. It also 
required detecting excessive delays due to faulty trunk groups (car .. 
rier failures). The use of stored-program controls permitted the 
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automatic detection and invoking of controls under these 
circumstances. 

The first of these modified No. 4A crossbar installations was 
placed in service in Grand Rapids, Michigan on June 1, 1969. The 
last new No. 4A crossbar (No. 152 in the Bell System) office was 
installed in Madison, Wisconsin in 1976. By that time 132 No. 4A 
crossbar offices had been equipped with electronic (SPC No. 1A) 
translators. 

2.1 Peripheral Bus Computer 
During the era when minicomputers were being applied to 

improve the gathering of maintenance, traffic, and charging data in 
electromechanical switching systems (see Chapter 11, section III), a 
minicomputer was added to the peripheral bus of the SPC No. 1A 
associated with No. 4A crossbar offices (see Fig. 10-12).21 In this 
capacity it is used to provide improved traffic and maintenance 
data. Most (107) electronic translator-equipped offices have had 
peripheral bus computers (PBC) associated with them since they 
were introduced in Akron, Ohio in November 1973. 

2.2 Common Channel Interoffice Signaling (CCIS)-Signal Transfer 
Point (STP) 

The No. 4A crossbar system equipped with stored-program con
trol was ready for the introduction of many new features into the 
toll network. Perhaps the most important feature is the new stand
ard method of interoffice signaling over separate data links not asso
ciated with the trunk groups. This out-of-band signaling method, 
known as "common channel interoffice signaling" (CCIS), was the 
subject of much study for over a decade from the late 1950s to the 
late 1960s. Indeed, the idea of CCIS dates back to early manual 
switching "call wire" methods. 22 By the late 1960s the CCIS method 
was being studied, with the cooperation of Bell System engineers, 
by the Comite Consultatif International Telegraphique et 
Telephonique (CCITT) as a standard method, later adopted (1968) as 
CCITT Signaling System No. 6 for international signaling. 

From 1970 to 1972 the Bell System participated in international tri
als of this new signaling method from the Columbus, Ohio Bell 
Laboratories location. 23 By this time, much attention was being 
given to the new services and features possible with electronic 
switching offices. The new form of interoffice signaling such as 
CCIS would enable the post dialing to ringing time to be reduced by 
a factor of five or ten (to about 1-2 seconds from 10-13). But more 
importantly, this form of signaling permits the interchange of much 
call data in addition to the more conventional supervisory and 
address signals. Data about the call may be sent from toll office to 
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toll office and eventually from the originating office to and from the 
terminating office. The data may include the number of the calling 
telephone and class of service information for the calling and called 
lines. 

The most expedi1tious method for introducing CCIS into a switch
ing office is with a stored··program control processor. Since No. 4A 
crossbar ETS offices rapidly blanketed the toll network, it was 
natural that this would bE~ the first system to include this important 
forward-looking feature (see Fig. 10-13). 

A plan for CCIS in the U.S. toll network was devised at Bell 
Laboratories (see Chapter 12, section III). The plan called for estab
lishing 10 signaling regions, coincident with the toll switching 
regions, each with two independently located (in different cities) 
SPC processors known as "signal transfer points" (STP). 24 These 
STPs were to be fully interconnected with data links. Each toll office 
with one or more trunk groups served by CCIS will have their pro
cessors connected over data links to both STPs in their signaling 
regions. These planning studies indicated that the economic success 
of CCIS would be facilitated by the greatly reduced need for rela
tively expensive in-band single-frequency signaling units 
(see Fig. 10-14). 

In 1976 the toll CCIS network became operational. The first 
4A-ETS offices provided with CCIS were in Madison, Wisconsin (the 
last new 4A crossbar office) and in Waukesha, Wisconsin (the first 
retrofit office). No. 4A crossbar ETS offices in Omaha, Nebraska 
and Indianapolis, Indiana. were provided with the STP features (see 
Chapter 12, section III). Most of the 4A crossbar offices equipped 
with the No. 4A ETS and the peripheral bus computer have been 
modified to serve as STPs or as serving offices (SOs) that communi
cate via CCIS. Despite this extensive relatively recent moderniza
tion of these offices, studies show that even with the development 
and deployment of No. 4 ESS (see Chapter 12, section I) there is 
still considerable advantage to the application of these features in 
No. 4A crossbar offices prior to their accelerated replacement. 

III. AUTOMATIC INTERCEPT SYSTEM 

During the early 1960s studies were made to improve number ser
vices, such as intercept, and directory assistance (formerly called 
"information"). To automate intercept services, arrangements 
using electromechanical switching in combination with a magnetic 
drum storing audio vocabulary were studied, starting in 1962 with 
methods of announcing newly assigned directory numbers on inter
cepted calls. 

Not until the advantages of time-division switching, taken from 
the No. 101 ESS, and the advantages of stored-program control 
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Fig. 10-14. Study showing fall-off in need for single-frequency in-band 
signaling equipment as a result of CCIS. 

from No. 2 ESS were applied to this problem did a viable solution 
appear. In 1967 this became the Automatic Intercept System 
No. 1A (AIS) development. 25 Semiautomatic systems, developed by 
others, were placed in service in 1965 (e.g., ref. 26). These systems 
required operators to key in the number the caller was attempting to 
reach (ONI) and did not give the caller the assurance that the 
number reached was the number dialed. 

To be most effective, the called local offices sending calls to the 
AIS are equipped with automatic number identification so that the 
number actually reached can also be forwarded. Economically 
adding this capability to electromechanical switching offices was as 
challenging as the development of the equipment for the automatic 
intercept center (A.IC). Table 10-1 shows the type of vocabulary 
used with a sample announcement. A special 96-track magnetic 
drum was designed by Bell Laboratories to provide the vocabulary. 

Fig. 10-15 shows the basic plan of the automatic intercept system. 
The system included remote cordless operating positions, similar to 
TSP, for calls where announcements could not satisfy the caller. 
(These positions are also used for ONI calls where local offices do 
not have ANI.) An idle operator is connected by the time-division 
network while a display of the input number, announcement, if 
any, and other information on the call is simultaneously displayed 
on the console (see Fig. 10-16). The first AIS was placed in service 
in Hempstead, New York in September 1970. 
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Table 10-1. Announcements on Magnetic Drum for No. 1A 
Automatic Intercept System. 

Track 
No. 

1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 

10 
11 
12 
13 
14 
15 
16 
17 
18 
19 
20 
21 
22 
23 
24 
25 

26 to 35 
36 to 45 

46 
47 
48 

49 to 96 

Phrase or 

The number you have reached 
has been changed 
the new number is 
the customer 
not to give out 
in the 
has been disconnected 
has instructed us 
is temporarily disconnected 
at the customer's request 
is being changed 
the new number 
is not yet connected 
please call information for 
calls are being taken by 
is not in service 
is a working number 
please check the number 
and dial again 
if you need assistance 
repeat 
please stay on the line 
and an operator will answer 
thousand 
hundred 
(digits 0 to 9 with neutral inflection) 
(digits 0 to 9 with falling inflection) 
(recorder tone) 
area 
will you dial it again please 
(new location name as required) 

Sample announcement: 
"The number you have reached, 368 11 hundred, is not in service 
in the 201 area. Please check the number and dial again. If you 
need assistance, please stay on the line, and an operator will 
answer." 
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Fig. 10-15. Block diagram of automatic intercept center. All switching is done through an electronic time-division 
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Fig. 10-16. Model of operator position used as backup to automatic 
intercept system. AIS was introduced into service in 1970. 

Originally, the translations from the intercepted to the new 
numbers were stored on a magnetic disk similar to the one 
developed for the No. 1 ESS ADF.27 This file could store up to a half 
million numbers, enough for a suburban area. Numbers were 
added to or subtracted from the file by a program internal to AIS. 

3.1 File Subsystem No. 2A 

Telephone operating people, impressed with the advantages of 
AIS, wished it to be expanded in capacity. First the switching net
work was expanded from 415 trunks to double that number. (The 
first system of this size went into service in Cleveland, Ohio in 
October 1971.) 

For AIS to serve complete numbering plan areas or metropolitan 
areas required a larger and more elaborate administration system. 
While the original (No. 1A) file subsystem28 provided many facili
ties for administration, the larger file system had several times the 
capacity and a separate off-line minicomputer complex for adminis
tration. 29 It could also accept number changes from customer record 
changes distributed by other than the Business Information System 
(BIS). The first No. 2A file subsystem with a capacity of 900,000 
numbers was placed in service in Hammonton, New Jersey in 
August 1975. 
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By the end of 1976 twenty-eight automatic intercept systems were 
in service, serving about 40 percent of the Bell System. 

IV. TOLL FEATURES ON ESS 

From the start of the ESS development, it was expected that the 
ESS family would include toll switching capability.30 Indeed, early 
in the ESS development a special situation arose where the system 
elements were combined with a 4-wire ferreed switch to provide 
4-wire toll switching for the AUTOVON leased network (see Chap
ter 9, section 5.5). 

The No. 1 ESS was called upon early to provide local tandem 
(trunk-to-trunk) switching capability, the first being in Nashville, 
Tennessee in 1968. The No. 1 ESS was designed initially with spe
cial attention to transmission range compensation and balance. 31 As 
a result, 2-wire installations of No. 1 ESS have provided superior 
transmission capability to crossbar tandem when used for toll 
switching. Starting in 1971, the No. 1 ESS was used in toll switch
ing, first for toll connecting or completing tandem and then for full 
intertoll switching. By 1976, more than 23 installations provided toll 
switching. 32 

To make No. 1 ESS more useful in tandem and toll switching, a 
new trunk link network was developed with 2048 rather than 1024 
trunk and service circuit terminations. The first 2048 terminal trunk 
link networks were placed in service in Williamsburg, Brooklyn, 
New York in September 1974.33 This gave it a capacity of approxi
mately 28,000 trunks. While this was more capacity than that of 4A 
crossbar (latest capacity 21,500 trunks), studies starting in the 1950s 
showed that many metropolitan areas would need more toll capac
ity than was available with either the modified No. 1 ESS or the 4A 
crossbar. As a result, with the successful introduction of local elec
tronic switching, studies were begun to find a systems architecture 
for a large toll switch, one postulated as at least three times the size 
of the 4A crossbar system. 

Initial studies at Bell Laboratories in 1966 and 1967 assumed that a 
version of No. 1 ESS with expanded trunk network and multiple 
No. 1 ESS processors would provide a capacity of 200,000 busy
hour calls or more. But, in view of the state of the art at that time, 
the software problems of multiprocessing were believed to be too 
great to solve satisfactorily. Instead, the integrated circuit technol
ogy had advanced so that a new technology for a new more power
ful processor, later called the 1A processor, was postulated and 
investigated. 34 As a result, it was decided to move in this direction 
and develop a system processor to support a toll ESS, after which it 
was determined that a digital time-division switch (see Chapter 12, 
section I) would be used for the network portion of the system. 
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As a result of the development of features for toll ESS, both space 
and time-division, the rapid replacement of electromechanical toll 
switching systems with stored-program controlled systems is 
expected. Fig. 10-17 shows the expected rapid toll traffic as meas
ured by intertoll trunk terminations. While the number of No. 1 
ESS systems will be large, No. 4 ESS will account for a large portion 
of the toll trunk terminations, due to its large capacity. (See Chap
ter 12, section IV and Fig. 12-5 for corresponding information on 
systems.) 

4.1 HiLo Transmission 

Despite the advance in large toll systems, the No. 1 ESS is an 
excellent system when the demand for toll switching is fewer than 
28,000 trunks. While 2-wire toll switching has been used with 
No. 1 ESS with less expense than the crossbar tandem system it 
replaces, still to obtain further operational savings, and particularly 
to avoid any office balance consideration, 35 a new concept called 
"HiLo" was developed (see Chapter 9, section 6.8.1). HiLo (see 
Chapter 9, Fig. 9-66) gave No. 1 ESS an effective 4-wire capability 
by providing ground-return, constant-voltage transmission over 
each conductor of a 2-wire remreed network (see Chapter 9, section 
6.6), thereby giving the equivalent of 4-wire toll service. This 
development which was started in 1973 and first applied in 1977, 
will also be useful for private network switching where 4-wire 
transmission is a requirement. 
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Fig. 10-17. Starting in 1976, No. 1 ESS with equivalent 4-wire transmis
sion (HiLa) and No. 4 ESS were expected to rapidly dominate the needs of 
toll terminations in the Bell System network. 
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V. SMALL ELECTRONIC SWITCHING SYSTEMS 

With the development of No. 1 and No. 2 ESS, stored-program 
control switching became available to more than 85 percent of the 
Bell System lines (see Fig. 10-18). However, more than half of Bell 
System offices are small, containing fewer than 2000 lines. Studies 
and exploratory developments showed that providing switching 
with modern electronic technology for small systems is viable; 
indeed, other administrations successfully introduced such systems 
as early as 1966. Howt:~ver, attaining stored-program capability 
economically in this size range proved more difficult. An explora
tory development experiment known as ECDO (for "electronic com
munity dial office") was carried out from 1969 to 1972. 36 This system 
included a new network and control technique, each taking advan
tage of the latest integrated circuit technology. 

In 1972, development was started on the No. 3 ESS, the first 
stored-program control system to compete economically with elec
tromechanical switching below 4500 lines. 37 This system used the 3A 
central control. The 3A central control is also used in the 2B ESS 
(see Chapter 9, section 1'.2), the transaction switching network, 38 

and the No. 5 crossbar ETS (see Chapter 11, section 3.3.4). A semi-

Fig. 10-18. Local stored-program controlled ESSs were developed and 
extended to cover the entire range of Bell System requirements for all size 
buildings, starting with the No. 1 ESS for large metropolitan buildings to 
the No. 3 ESS for rural buildings. 
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conductor network using pnpn crosspoints, originally postulated 
for the No. 3 ESS from the ECDO experiment, proved at the time 
development started to be too costly. It was therefore replaced with 
a remreed network. Fig. 10-19 shows a rough layout of the system. 
This development was successfully completed in 1976, with the first 
installation placed in service in Springfield, Nebraska on July 31, 
1976. It permits customers and telephone administrations in smaller 
communities to attain the same service and feature advantages as 
for the larger cities and towns. 

For very small switching center needs (fewer than 2000 lines) a 
remote switching system was announced as being "under serious 
consideration" in 1976,39 and was subsequently developed as the 
lOA remote switching system. 
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Fig. 10-19. General arrangement of No. 3 ESS, first placed in service in 
1976. No. 3 ESS brought the advantages of stored-program control to 
small offices. 
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The "Hi-bay" laboratory at the Holmdel, New jersey location of Bell Labora

tories, 1967. In such labs, engineers developed many of the services and features 

which we today take for granted. Familiar examples include direct distance dialing 

by customers, TOUCH-TONE® dialing, automatic number identification, and 

911 ell!ergency numbers. Businesses benefited from direct inward dialing to exten

sions, automatic identified outward dialing, automatic call distributors , and 

WATS and JNWATS. Custom calling features like speed calling and call forward

ing were introduced. Also important were new developments to improve the effi

ciency and economy of the internal operations of switching offices, such as systems 

for maintenance, trouble recording, and traffic measuring. 


